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live action Titles
My Side Of the Sky

Teen Reality/Drama º 6 x half hours º HD
Six students test their limits at Windells
Academy, the only boarding school where
skaters, skiers and snowboarders can come to
live, learn and ride on the same turf that launched Shaun White, Louis
Vito, Kelly Clark, and Ryan Sheckler. My Side of the Sky brings viewers
behind the goggles, into the hearts and minds of athletes willing to defy
gravity in pursuit of a dream. Buckle up as Sierra, Zach, Gavin, Daniel,
Autumn and Devin take risks that tread a thin line between life and
death… all the while trying to survive high school and put “the sky’s the
limit” to the test.
Produced by: A Mile Marker Entertainment in association with Hulu
º Director: Sarah Feeley

The Cut

Multi-Platform Drama Series º 40 x half
hours or 200 x 5 minute versions available
over 3 seasons
The Cut is about being young and out of
your depth and going through it all with your friends. In the aftermath
of Olive’s death, our characters struggle to make sense of something
so senseless, but find they can’t stop life from carrying on at a crazy
speed. Frankie’s starting to see Cameron as more than just her friend,
Alex is a ball of confusion and Stephen’s struggling to keep it together.
With new girl Taylor mixing things up at school and the arrival of Jack, a
mysterious stranger with a big secret, The Cut has no time to pause for
breath before we’re thrown into the thick of the third series.
Produced by: A BBC Production º Director: Sarah Walker (Hollyoaks)
º Written by: Al Smith (EastEnders) º Main Cast: Lara Goodison,

Jessica Dickens, Matt Kane, Billie North

Pretty Tough

Multi-Platform Drama Series º 18 x 5-7 HD
(Also available: 90-minute feature)
In an exclusive ongoing collaboration with
Michael Eisner’s leading multi-platform studio
Vuguru, Pretty Tough is set in the picturesque world of Malibu, California, it follows the story of two teenage sisters at opposite ends of the
popularity spectrum. At this privileged high school, against the backdrop
of high-end lifestyles, their tumultuous relationship faces the ultimate
test when they’re forced to play together on the soccer field.
Producer: A Vuguru Production º Creator: Liz Tigelaar (Dawson’s Creek, Life
Unexpected) º Main Cast: Adelaide Kane (Reign), Crystal Young (Lonelygirl15),
Beth Behrs (2 Broke Girls), Matthew Florida (90210), Janelle Velasquez (CSI:
Miami, 90210), Shanica Knowles (Hannah Montana)

A C T I O N

&

A N I M A T I O N

Stepping Up

Kid’s Live Action Drama Specials º 5 x half
hours (HD)
This BBC Production is comprised of 5 original dramas about children who are moving
on to the next grade at school. Growing up can be hard and the move
from primary to secondary school can be an exciting but daunting one.
Stepping Up offers a fun and often poignant look at perennial childhood
themes of reinvention, transition and friendship. Important decisions
must be made as friendships are put to the test.
Produced by: LA Productions for BBC One º Main Cast: Cameron Patmore,
Jacob Lane, Lewis Brindley, Molly Jones º Director: Ian Barber, Julia Ford,
Pauline Harris º Writer: Abi Bown, Jeff Young, Nick Leather, Shaun Duggan

Young Dracula

Kids Comedy º 66 x half hours
(Seasons 1-5)
BAFTA nominated children’s comedy drama
Young Dracula follows the adventures of
Vlad, the irrepressible son of Count Dracula, as he contends with life in
English suburbia, his meddlesome family and the small matter of his
destiny to lead the entire vampire race! An irreverent, gothic comedy,
Young Dracula shines a mischievous light on family relationships and
what it is to be a teenager trying to make his way in the world. This
original series focuses on the everyday challenges of rebellion, fitting in,
young love and family conflict – all from the uproarious perspective of
the Draculas!
Produced by: CBBC º Producers: Mia Jupp and Lis Steele
º Directors: Joss Agnew, Matthew Evans, Craig Lines and Pip Broughton
º Main Cast: Gerran Howell, Keith-Lee Castle, Clare Thomas, Simon Ludders,
Sydney Rae White, Terence Maynard

The Assistants

Comedy º 13 x half hours
The Assistants is a hilarious comedy series
about the misadventures of four Hollywood
assistants in the film industry, as they experience the coolest and cruelest jobs imaginable
while catering to every unpredictable whim of their boss; eccentric
mega movie producer Zac del Toro. They answer phones, make coffee,
clean dental retainers, sabotage celebrity rehabs and do anything in
hopes of winning over their irrepressible boss. Follow the assistants as
they try to figure out who they are, what they want, and how far they’ll
go to succeed while looking up at the world from the lowest rung of the
Hollywood food chain.
Produced by: Tom Lynch Company º Main Cast: Britt Irvin, Meaghan Rath,
Brendan Penny, Michael B. Jordan, Zak Santiago

100 Deeds For Eddie Mcdowd

Kids Live Action º 40 x half hours
Eddie McDowd has spent his entire life terrorizing
nearly everyone, until one fateful day he picks a
bone with a mysterious drifter, who curses him and
turns him into a dog. Now, before Eddie can shed the
canine curse, he must make amends by performing
one hundred good deeds.
New kid in town Justin Taylor has just survived his first day at school
after being sent up the flag-pole covered in paint by school bully Eddie
McDowd. In a magical twist, the drifter who changed Eddie into a canine
has given him the ability to talk to the first human he meets, who just
happens to be Justin! After hearing about Eddie’s bizarre predicament,
a sceptical Justin agrees to help his new canine companion perform
good deeds to regain his boyhood. Unfortunately, Eddie’s old habits die
hard, and his bully-like nature is often the duo’s biggest challenge!
Produced by: Lynch Entertainment for Nickelodeon º Executive Producer:
Thomas W. Lynch and John D. Lynch º Main Cast: Seth Green as the voice of
Eddie, Brandon Gilberstadt, Richard Moll

Bear With Me

Family Drama º 95 minutes
This family film tells the story of an eleven year-old
girl, Emily, who is reunited with the bear cub she
hand-raised when it was orphaned by bear hunters.
The bear, Masha, was released back into the wilds
of the forest. Now, three years later, Emily is lost in
the deep dark woods after attempting to follow her older sister on an
environmental protest. After falling and knocking herself unconscious,
she wakes to find her blanket is a large brown bear, and miraculously
it is Masha, who has been tracking Emily as she wandered lost and
alone. Their battle for survival from malicious hunters and ferocious
beasts makes for a heart-warming family adventure film featuring the
magnificent locations of the Pacific Northwest.
Produced by: Chesler Perlmutter Productions º Main Cast: Helen Sheaver,

Michael Ontkean, Kaitlyn Burke

Being Eve

Kids Live Action º 26 x half hours
Fresh, up-beat and light-hearted, Being Eve gives
a unique look at early teen life as seen through the
eyes of a fifteen-year-old girl! Teenagers are moving
into the 21st Century with an array of media, and Eve
sees
	
   it as her role on the planet to somehow make
sense of this confusion. It’s like Eve has a video camera in her head as
she rewinds, pauses, slows or speeds things up, whenever she feels
the need to examine something in a different way. As she says herself,
“life’s a documentary and she’s behind the camera.” Being Eve goes
where no teen drama has gone before - flicking easily from drama to
documentary, to fantasy sequences, animation, stills, computer graphics, music video clips and whatever stylistic means best communicate
Eve’s thoughts and dilemmas. Eve observes. Eve philosophises. Eve
tries not to get involved, but her burning curiosity means that sometimes she just can’t help it, usually with amusing consequences.
Produced by: South Pacific Pictures in association with New Zealand on
Air º Executive Producer: John Barnett, Gavin Strawhan, Jay Firestone and
Adam Haight º Main Cast: Fleur Saville, Joanna Morrison, Lionel Wickliffe,
David de Lautour, Leighton Cardno

Black Hole High

Kids Live Action º 42 x half hours
Water that runs up the wall…spontaneously
combusting desks…teachers getting sucked
into a vortex. These events are sometimes funny,
sometimes creepy, but they are not magic; they
are science run amok. Welcome to Blake Holsey
High School, an unusual private school where the
atmosphere is charged and scientific mysteries and oddities abound.
Black Hole High chronicles the strange capers of five teens in a secret
after school science club. The cast of characters includes Josie, a rebellious misfit with awesome analytical ability; Lucas, a conspiracy theorist
extraordinaire; Vaughn, the most popular boy in school; Corrine, a driven
over-achiever who, with Josie, proves that science is not just a boy’s
game; and Marshall, a self-proclaimed geek and proud of it. Despite the
surreptitious interest of Pearadayne Lab’s former chief, and under the
watchful eye of Principal Durst, the kids, guided by the eccentric and
brilliant Professor Z, secretly investigate these strange events
Produced by: A Brewster (BHH) Productions Inc. production produced in association with Content Televisionand Discovery Kids º Producer: Kevin May, Tony
Thatcher º Executive Producer: Jeff King, Adam Haight, Jim Rapsas º Main
Cast: Shadia Simmons, Emma Taylor-Isherwood, Michael Seater, Noah Reid,
Robert Clark, Jeff Douglas, Valerie Boyle, Lawrence Bayne

Caitlin’s Way

Kids Live Action º 52 x half hours
A troubled teenager is faced with an evil choice - the
juvenile penal system or moving away from the city
to live with her distant cousin and the family she
has never met before. Banished to the wilds, Caitlin
quickly discovers that prejudices, suspicions and
fears are the same wherever you are. Only the environment is different,
and the survival skills she learned in the city are as relevant in her new
life as they were in her old. An outsider, and as her past shows a little
dangerous and unpredictable, we’ll see this young girl’s coming of age
in this family adventure series which combines comedy and high drama.
Produced by: Riverwood Productions in association with Content Television
and Lynch Entertainment for YTV º Executive Producer: Jay Firestone, Adam
Haight, Thomas W. Lynch and John D. Lynch º Main Cast: Lindsay Felton,
Jeremy Foley, Cynthia Belliveau, Ken Tremblett

Chuck Finn

Kids Live Action º 26 x half hours
At the heart of this comedy-adventure series is
Charles ‘Chuck’ Finn, a modern, hip, wisecracking
young fellow, reluctantly dragged from the urban
jungles of North America to the outback of Australia.
At first, his only wish is to go back to Toronto, but
with the gathering together of the gang of misfits who become his
friends, Chuck eventually finds the new home and companions he
longs for beneath his cocky and often abrasive front. The series centres
around a once-derelict paddle steamer named the Tingalla Rose and
the attempts of Chuck and his crew mates not only to get it back on the
river, but to run it as the successful working vessel it was at the turn of
the last century. There are many hindrances to this dream, not least being that the vessel is haunted by the amiable but unpredictable ghosts
of two former passengers!
Produced by: Barron Television for Seven Network Australia and the BBC º
Producer: Barbi Taylor and Paul Barron º Main Cast: Luke O’Loughlin

Clowning Around

Drama Series º 16 x half hours
Simon is a teenager determined to become a
famous clown. His third set of foster parents
think he’s as nutty as an Australian fruit cake.
So he runs away, joins an outback rodeo, then
a travelling circus. He meets and is taught the
art of clowning by a former clown, Anatole,
an iron willed Frenchman who because of an
accident is no longer able to perform acrobatics. After an argument, and
disappointment with Sim as a pupil, Anatole returns to Paris. Sim follows. There he is reunited with Anatole and given the chance to perform
at the famous Winter Circus.
Produced by: Great Western Entertainment º Executive Producer: Paul Barron

Desperados

Kids Drama Series º 10 x half hours
Desperados follows the story of a group of teenagers for whom basketball is a big part of their
lives. Not only do they encounter all of the usual
teenage problems – that first crush, standing up
to one’s parents, finding acceptance – they also
battle a disability that most people never face.
Each of them is in a wheelchair. Being part of a
basketball team becomes the focal point of their lives. It is fast, physical, and above all, helps each one of them to forget what marks them
out from their peers. The game allows them to form valuable friendships
and to feel part of a team, which strengthens their resolve when faced
with life’s tough lessons. Watch on the sidelines as the drama unfolds
with the new team members battling to win the league, while trying to
discover who they are.
Produced by: CBBC º Producer: Ewan Marshall º Main Cast: Ade Adepitian,
Adam Stockton, Charlie Johnson, Kyle Malone, Sam Barclay, Vicky Bird, Shelley
Mullins, Aidan Robinson, Gabby Ewing

Driven Crazy

Kids TV Series º 13 x half hours
Driven Crazy follows the journey of the Bourke
family – Ned (9), Danni (14) and his father Mick
– as they travel around Australia in their old
Chevy truck. Along the way, they see things and
meet people that boggle the mind. Ned will be
saved by a strange but gentle ‘Wobby Gurgle’, a
monster made entirely of water. And it’s not only
Ned who experiences a few weird happenings. Danni befriends a cat
that can read, re-unites a town with their lost children, watches her skin
turn green, and discovers an unusual creature hiding in the cellar – a
half-man, half-mouse! With each episode and each town, these modern
nomads will take us on an extraordinary new adventure – some bizarre
and some beautiful, some hilarious and some heart-warming – that
could only have come from the mind of one of Australia’s best-selling
authors, Paul Jennings.
Produced by: Great Western Entertainment º Executive Producer: Paul Barron

Even Stevens

Kids Live Action º 65 x half hours
Starring Shia LeBeouf, Even Stevens follows the
escapades of the loving sibling rivalry between
Louis and Ren Stevens. Ren is the school’s
living legend, a dedicated overachiever whose
reputation casts a giant shadow. She embarks on
each day as a challenge waiting to be conquered.
This would be easy enough if it weren’t for the
ill-timed, madcap antics of her younger brother Louis. He is the class
clown with good intentions innocently gone wrong. Louis can’t imagine
why Ren is always losing her composure when he’s around. Whether
he’s swapping his sister for a trading card or vying for her spot in the
school talent show, the pair always manage to work things out.
Produced by: Brookwell McNamara Entertainment º Executive Producer: David
Brookwell, Sean McNamara, Dennis Rinsler, Marc Warren º Created by: Matt
Dearborn º Main Cast: Shia LaBeouf, Christy Romano, Nick Spano, Donna
Pescow, Tom Virtue

Family Biz

Kids Comedy Series º 26 x half hours (HD)
Family Biz explores and revels in the
amusing antics of three kids and their
parents when family dynamics and the
business world collide. The Keller kids’
carefree crazy days while mum and dad
are at work are over when their high-flying
corporate dad gets downsized and decides to set up his new home office in the Keller attic with comical results. This new ‘work-from-home’
lifestyle is cramping his kids’ style. Will the Keller kids survive the new
‘FAMILY BIZ’? Will Dave? Too bad the kids can’t just fire Dad.
Produced by: A Muse Entertainment / Summit Crescent / Breakout Films
production º Producer: Jesse Prupas º Executive Producers: Michael Prupas,
James Nadler, Georges Campana, Astrid Lecerf º Created by: James Nadler
º Main Cast: Doug Murray, Ephraim Ellis, Lori Alter, Rebecca Windheim, Kate
Corbett

Fast Tracks

TV Series º 26 x half hours
Imagine if you were a fourteen year old
kid invited to join a specialised sports
programme at Bradman High School, the
best sports school in the State. It could
be a dream come true unless you thought
you were not good enough! Imagine if
you were a fourteen year old kid attending
Bradman High School, where sport takes a
high priority, but you had no interest in sports whatsoever. Two groups of
kids with entirely different viewpoints on sports education and academic
education are brought together in a series of confrontations which can
only lead to trouble or comic mayhem!
Produced by: Great Western Entertainment º Executive Producer: Paul Barron

Fergus Mcphail

Kids Live Action º 26 x half hours
In this comedy series, teenager-at-large,
Fergus McPhail, sets out to stamp his mark
on the world, aided and abetted by his ‘in
your face’ alter-ego called Fergus II. Fergus
stumbles along from crisis to crisis, always
with his alter-ego in his ear for encouragement, and when things go wrong, he falls back
on plan B. There’s always a plan B, or C… In
addition to Fergus, there is	
   his erratic family – including a mother who
is pregnant, which for a teenage boy, is the epitome of uncool. There is
also his faithful friend Lambert, the wondrously feisty yet elusive Sophie
and Angela…and the school bullies, Richmond and Declan. Bad guys
don’t come any more inventive than Richmond! The series is a view of
teenage life as Fergus would wish it to be. But life’s not that obliging...
Produced by: Burberry Productions for Network Ten and Nickelodeon Australia
º Producer: Alan Hardy º Executive Producer: Ewan Burnett º Written by:
David McRobbie º Main Cast: Sean Ohlendorf, Heli Simpson, Megan Harrington, Michael Harrison, Marcus Costello, Miriam Glaser,

First Day

Teen Comedy Drama º 60 minutes
From the executive producers of Gossip Girl, Pretty
Little Liars and The Vampire Diaries is the hilarious
teen comedy drama First Day. Everyone knows
that the first day of school can make or break your
high school career and Cassie Mitchell is stuck in
the most embarrassing first day ever. “Stuck” as
	
  
in, she’ll have to repeat her first day again and again until she gets it
right. Will practice make perfect? Or is Cassie doomed to get overlooked
by her hot new crush for all eternity? This could be Cassie’s worst year
ever—or the most amazing time of her life. She’ll never know until she
finds a way to escape her First Day.
Produced by: Alloy Entertainment Production º Main Cast: Tracey Fairaway
(Enough Said), Elizabeth McLaughlin (Ugly Betty, The Clique), Jesse Kove, Erik
Stocklin, Jazz Raycole (Everybody Hates Chris, My Wife and Kids)

First Day 2: First Dance

Teen Comedy Drama º 6 x 3-8 minutes
or 30-minute version Also Available
From the executive producers of young
adult mega-hits Pretty Little Liars, The
Vampire Diaries, Nine Lives of Chloe King
	
  
and hit web series Hollywood is Like High School With Money comes
this irresistible sequel to the incredibly popular and award winning web
series First Day. The back-to-school dance is a social equalizer, where
lowly freshman mingle with seniors, and sophomores, like Rosie Rovello
dance with juniors, like JT Fox. Rosie thought this day would never
come, but now that it’s arrived, it’s stuck on repeat! She’ll relive the
same day again and again, until she nabs the saboteur who’s scheming
to keep her from the dance. JT wants Rosie to be his date, but fate and a high school diva named Whitney - have very different plans. After
reliving the same day over and over, will Rosie ever get it right?
Produced by: Alloy Entertainment º Main Cast: Bailey Noble, Brandon Jones,
Alex Rodriguez , Justin James Hughes, Kara Crane and Tracey Fairaway
(Enough Said, First Day)

The Gift

TV Series º 26 x half hours
How would you like to thirteen and
be handed The Gift of your dreams, a
gift so special it has the potential to
make you everything you ever wanted
to be...
On the other hand, how would you like to be one of the poor tortured
suckers who are condemned to accompany the gift, and keep the thirteen year old kid on the straight and narrow, or else suffer the indignity
of being transmogrified into a cockroach, cane toad, or a squishy blob
on the bottom of your own shoe…!
Produced by: Great Western Entertainment º Executive Producer: Paul Barron

Half Moon
Investigations

Kids Series º 13 x half hours
The playground can be a dirty place: missing pencil cases, counterfeit homework
and stolen trading cards. Follow pint-sized
12-year-old investigator Fletcher Moon, a.k.a Half Moon, on stakeouts
and undercover operations while he fearlessly fights crime and playground thugs with the help of his crime-busting partner Red Sharkey in
Half Moon Investigations.
Produced by: CBBC, based on the international bestseller and award-wining
children’s books‚ ’Half Moon Investigations’ by Eoin Colfer º Producer: Jonathan Phillips º Executive Producer: Josephine Ward º Main Cast: Rory Elrick,
Sebastian Charles, Nicola Duffell, Olivia Grant, Jennifer Black

Heidi

Family Classic º 4 x 45 minutes
Harmony Gold, in association with the Disney
Channel, brings to life the classic story of Heidi,
the lovable young orphan who enriches the life of
everyone she meets. After charming her reclusive
grandfather and falling in love with the beautiful mountain he calls home, Heidi is uprooted
and sent to Frankfurt where she befriends Klara,
a young girl confined to a wheelchair. But the big city drains Heidi’s
energy and spirit. Torn between her new friendship and her memory of
life in the Alps, Heidi faces a difficult decision. And in time, she follows
her heart and finds a miracle. Heidi will capture the heart of everyone in
your family.
Directed by: Michael Ray Rhodes º Main Cast: Jane Seymour, Jason Robards,

Noley Thornton

Hollywood Is Like High
School With Money

Teen Comedy Drama º 60 minutes
Based on the book by best-selling author Zoey
Dean (The A List) comes brand new comedy
drama Hollywood is Like High School With Money.
Taylor Henning thought the horrors of high school
	
  were behind her, but catty co-workers and office
sabotage make working in Hollywood equally treacherous.
When her boss’s teenage queen bee daughter, Quinn, sees how
clueless Taylor is, Quinn agrees to teach Taylor how to outsmart her
competition. After all, Hollywood is like high school with money, and
Quinn knows all the rules. From how to charm powerful hotties, to the
best way to crash an A-list party - Hollywood skills can be learned. And
Taylor is about to get schooled.

Produced by: An Alloy Entertainment Production º Main Cast: Kelsey Sanders
(10,000 Days), Lili Simmons, Lori Alan (Family Guy), Veronica Taylor, Ian Harding
(Pretty Little Liars), Brian Hallisay (Privileged)

Kid Cop

Family Drama º 94 minutes
They had a successful life of crime for twenty
years but they had no idea this kid would get in
their way. An adolescent, the son of a deceased
police officer, investigates the robbery at a local
store on his own. Uncovering a plot to rob a
bank, the boy captures the criminals and identifies the murderer of his father.
	
  
Produced by: WIN and Brainstorm Media for Showtime º Main Cast: Jeremy

Lelliot, John Rubinstein, Alexandra Paul, Edward Albert, Cindy Pickett

Misery Guts

Kids TV Series º 13 x half hours
Keith lives above a fish ‘n’ chips shop
in South London and things are tough.
Keith’s parents are miseries and he is
convinced that the only way for the family to regain its former happiness is for him to make his parents smile
again. Keith embarks on a mission to cheer up his parents. But when
all his efforts to cheer up his parents fail spectacularly, Keith decides he
must somehow get his parents to Australia. People couldn’t be unhappy
in a paradise where fish sparkle like rainbows and it’s sunny and warm
all the time. Or could they?
Keith lives above a fish ‘n’ chips shop in South London and things are
tough. Keith’s parents are miseries and he is convinced that the only
way for the family to regain its former happiness is for him to make his
parents smile again. Keith embarks on a mission to cheer up his parents. But when all his efforts to cheer up his parents fail spectacularly,
Keith decides he must somehow get his parents to Australia. People
couldn’t be unhappy in a paradise where fish sparkle like rainbows and
it’s sunny and warm all the time. Or could they?
Produced by: Great Western Entertainment º Executive Producer: Paul Barron

My Life As A Popat

Kids Series º 14 x half hours
Welcome to the weird and wonderful world of
the Popat family. You’ve never seen anything
like them… and that’s Anand Popat’s problem.
As if being a teenager isn’t tough enough, he also fights a daily battle
with embarrassment. His ‘bling bling’ older sister thinks she’s J.Lo, his
younger brother is an insane genius with an IQ of 150, and his dad is
big in the showbiz world. Anand is a dreamer with a secret identity for
every day of the week. When the hassle of home gets too much, he
visits a much simpler world inside his head. Being a gangster, action
hero, or Indian prince provide a welcome escape from reality. But with a
family like the Popats, real life is much stranger than fiction.
Produced by: Feel Good Fiction for CITV (UK) º Main Cast: Sonny Gill Dulay,
James Gandhi, Shaheen Khan, Chandeep Uppal

Ocean Star – The Quest

Kids Live Action º 13 x half hours
Trent and Dylan Steadman are typical big city
kids so when their mother packs them off to a
small town to live with their father, life threatens
to become pretty grim. Sure enough, things are
a hundred times worse than even they imagined
	
  – and the local kids seem even fiercer than the
unfamiliar wildlife. When Trent believes an old pearler who tells him the
mystery of the Ocean Star, a priceless cluster of pearls he claims he lost
when his pearling lugger was sunk in a cyclone forty years before, the
locals give him a hard time. But Trent’s persistence eventually wins them
over, and together the kids embark on a quest that takes them through
the untamed paradise that is the outback – a quest that will turn out to be
more exciting, difficult and dangerous than any of them ever anticipated.
Produced by: BBHTV Pty Ltd in association with Network Ten Australia. Financed
with the assistance of Australian Film Finance Corporation, ScreenWest and the
Lotteries Commission of Western Australia and Film Victoria º Producer: Bruce
Best, Tom Blacket, Ro Hume º Main Cast: Jared Daperis, Brooke Callaghan

Operation Dalmatian:
The Big Adventure

Family º 1 x one hour
What do you get when you cross a cute girl,
a nutty professor, a mischievous medicine
man and a colourful Dalmatian with a stuffy
dog show..? Pure puppy pandemonium!
When Grandma Julietta travels back in time
to her humble childhood, she relives the moment that she found her beloved Dalmatian
Baskerville. The excitement takes off as she enters her handsome
hound in the Annual Dog Show. Join the outrageous cast of characters
on The Big Adventure as they learn lessons’ that will last a lifetime.aav
Main Cast: Jessica Snow-Wilson, Jon Barzton, Jo Clark, Edwin Craig

Real Kids,
Real Adventures

Kids Drama º 39 x half hours
That’s what Real Kids, Real Adventures is all
about. Real kids who’ve taken bold action
to save themselves or others... who’ve used
their wits to survive life-and-death situations...
who’ve faced the unexpected with courage and
determination. This dramatic series showcases
young heroes and survivors telling their gripping stories of genuine
heroism and edge of your seat action from around the world. A twelveyear-old Texas boy uses the internet to save the life of a girl in Finland.
A teen, with mere seconds to spare, rescues two toddlers playing in the
path of a speeding train. A summer camp leader saves a six-year-old
from the jaws of a mountain lion. The concept is simple. The adventures
are real. The kids are real. The dramas stick to the real facts, because
they are more exciting - and inspiring - than anything that could be
invented.
Produced by: Content Television for Discovery Kids º Executive Producer:
Adam Haight and Bob Banner

Scout’s Safari

Kids Live Action º 26 x half hours
What if winter came in July? What if traffic jams
were caused by elephants rather than cars? What
if a giant dung beetle crawled among the clothes
in your closet … would that be a problem? Welcome to the brave new world of Jennifer “Scout”
Lauer, a smart and savvy New Yorker who, at 13,
is psyched about the next big change in her life:
junior high school. But fate has other plans, and moves her to South
Africa instead.
Scout’s Safari opens when Scout must move to a remote area outside
Johannesburg, where her mother and stepfather run a rustic safari
lodge. As Scout learns, big-city life was a lot different from the way she
must live from hopping aboard “kombi” vans instead of the subway, to
taking showers in a shed and staying on alert for hungry animals. Minus
familiar comforts such as hotdog vendors and central heating, Scout
confronts nature -- including prowling lions and a wildebeest stampede
-- and learns valuable lessons about what really matters in life.
Produced by: The Tom Lynch Company º Executive Producers: Tom Lynch, Jim
Rapsas º Created by: Tom Lynch º Main Cast: Anastasia Baranova, Freedom
Hadebe, Dana de Agrella, Jarred Uys, Chantell Stander, Ashley Dowds

The Secret Lives Of Girls

Comedy º 90 minutes
15-year-old Natalie, confused to begin with,
finds out about her father’s affair with one of his
students. Refusing to simply stand by and watch
her family disintegrate, Natalie takes it upon herself
to expose the problem and in doing so calls into
	
  question the family’s penchant for denial.
Produced by: Mark Borman and Dan Parada º Main Cast: Linda Hamilton,

Eugene Levy, Majandra Delfino

Ship To Shore

Kids TV Series º 78 x half hours
Circe Island, home to some 20 families,
a colony of rare kangaroos and, most
recently, a satellite communications relay
station. The island is a natural paradise
to some, an isolated prison to others. To
all, it is a place where life takes many
surprising twists and turns – thanks to
the scheming and adventures of a gang of children led by Kelvin Crump.
Although the kids have little in common, they are united by a common enemy – Hermes Endakis, head of Base Security. The struggles
between the forces of kids’ anarchy and the balding pompous Force of
Order is ceaseless.
Produced by: Great Western Entertainment º Executive Producer: Paul Barron

Wild Kat

Kids TV Series º 78 x half hours
Katrina “Kat”, aged 15, begins
the adventure of her life when
she discovers that she can “mind
meld” with Garang, a ferocious
female tiger that prowls the Big Cat
enclosure at the City Zoo. Over
the course of their adventure Kat and Garang unwittingly attract the
interest of Dr Lydia Raushark, an eminent biologist, who is secretly
mapping genetic mutations around the world. Despite her fears, Kat is
forced to take action when she discovers that Raushark plans to kidnap
and experiment on Garand in an attempt to unlock the mystery of their
special relationship.
Produced by: Great Western Entertainment º Executive Producer: Paul Barron

Animation Titles
7th Portal

Kids Flash Animation º 20 x 2 - 7 minutes
The power of the 7TH Portal is legend; the story of
a global team of 6 high-tech heroes known as the
Cybernauts. In the first decade of the new millennium unexplained events plague the world. World
governments believe these events to be the work of
	
   digital terrorists, a modern day nightmare. Enter 6
international teenagers from all over the world, who are part of time VRgame testers for Intercon, an online virtual gaming company. One night
instead of an awesome online gaming experience, they end up blasting
a hole into a digital dimension and our multi-cultural band of heroes
take up battle in cyberspace becoming the heroes in the greatest video
game ever imagined: because it is REAL, and Earth’s fate depends on
the outcome. Now the balance of power on our planet is in the hands of
well… kids?
Produced by: Stan Lee (creator of Spiderman, The X-Men, the Hulk, The Fantastic Four and Daredevil) º Created by: Steve Salim, Jesse Stagg

An Ant’s Life

Kids TV Series Animation º 1 x half hours
It’s not easy being an ant, just ask Thang. When
she’s not building an anthill for Queen Jo, she’s
saving Sal Caterpillar from the rapacious geckos
or gathering seeds for her hungry sisters. Poor
Thang’s only got six legs! But is she spending her
time wisely or are Thang’s overtaxed antennae
missing danger signals? Join this intrepid arthropod and her quirky
sisters as they embark on an action packed adventure in an unpredictable and tough neighbourhood, the backyard.
Producer: Michael Schelp

The Big Garage

Kids TV Animated Series º
26 x half hours
The lively, friendly and fun world of
Taxitown where learning is an adventure! Take a group of cars who talk,
play and experience the normal challenges of growing up; make their
home a colourful garage full of mysterious bric-a-brac; locate it in a
dynamic urban environment, rich in things to do and friends to relate to,
and you have The Big Garage.
Mixed media animation series for young children of 3-7 years. Features
the adventures of four lively taxis and their friends set in the bright and
colourful world of Taxitown. Heroes to root for, a villain to hiss at, and
a supporting cast of funny loveable characters. Carefully constructed
educational themes promoting strong pro-social values.
Produced by: Winchester Productions

Bounty Hamster

Animation º 26 x 11 minutes
Bounty Hamster follows the adventures of a
six-inch-tall hamster called Marion: the meanest, roughest, toughest fluffy blue hamster in
the universe. He’s also a fierce bounty hunter, or
so he would have you believe. Marion lives on
a lawless planet in the far edge of the galaxy.
Vast and unmapped, new and dangerous, the
planet is inhabited by criminals, gamblers, and drifters. Marion is hired
by teenager Cassie to find her lost parents somewhere out there in the
final frontiers of space.
Our mismatched duo soon become a double act, speeding their way
through a galaxy of wild adventures thanks to Marion’s very short
temper. Cassie’s quest will never be easy with this explosive mix of a
very big mouth and a very small brain by her side. Bounty Hamster is a
space comedy Western for 8 to 12-year-olds.
Created & Developed by: Silver Fox Films º Written by: Peafur Productions

Christmas In
Cartoontown

Animation º 1 x 45 minutes
Every year Irv the elf is in charge of helping
the reindeer fly. But this year, he is trapped in
a plastic snow globe by a mysterious shadow.
Now it’s up to Heidi, Alex and their favourite
fairy tale heroes to discover the true meaning of Christmas in time to
save it for Cartoontown.
Produced by: Allumination Filmworks º Producer: Bill Schwartz

Legend Of Blue
(Aka Seven Seas)

Cutting Edge CG Anime º 26 x half hours
A maritime “Mission: Impossible,” Legend Of Blue
is an exciting animated action-adventure series
set on the high seas in the not-too-distant future
where the oceans are bustling with trade, as well as
mysteries yet to be discovered. Pirates relentlessly threaten vital global
ocean commerce and force the Earth government to hire mercenaries to
deal with the problem. One of the finest, the young and heroic Captain
Jang, runs a high-tech submarine, the Sea Dragon. While outwitting and
outfighting the enemy forces, Captain Jang and his gallant crew also
pursue the mysterious and legendary “Golden Ship” - its secret power
provides the key to the future of the planet. Legend Of Blue is a fun and
thrilling futuristic journey of courage and heroism for all audiences.
Produced by: SeoulMovie

Mee Christmas

Animation º 1 x 25 minutes
On Christmas Eve, best friends Kurt and
Kevin are hanging out and having fun
when THEY show up! Two weird-looking
Santas who are not from the North Pole. They are “Mee” aliens, chanting GIMME! GIMME! GIMME! And bent on world conquest. Can two
boys from the suburbs stop a pack of Greedy Mees from taking over the
Earth? Maybe, but first they will have to figure out what Christmas is
really all about.
Directed by: Michael Schelp º Produced by: Spark Plug Entertainment Inc.

Moses: Prince Of Egypt

Animation º 1 x 50 minutes
Journey back in time with young Moses from
the moment he is adopted by the powerful Pharaoh of Egypt through his amazing discovery
of his true identity. Aiding Moses in his journey
of self-discovery is his trusty dog Tut who constantly battles the naughty Niffer-kitty. Will Moses follow his heart away
from Egypt, or remain as a prince?
Produced by: Allumination Filmworks

Operation Dalmatian:
Fun With Letters

Animation º 1 x half hour
Zim Zim and his Dalmatian Zoo lived in Z-Land
where everything begins with a Z. Then one day
an evil wizard sent a big gust of wind that sent
Zoo all the way to A-Land. Now the two friends are apart and the stage
has been set for a madcap adventure through the entire alphabet. Join
them on their great adventure as Zim Zim and Zoo find friends of all
shapes and sizes and discover real friends will never stray.
Producer: Michael Schelp

Piper Penguin And
His Fantastic
Flying Machines

Animated Feature º 90 minutes
Piper Penguin has a dream…to invent a machine that will let penguins fly. But pursuing his
dream has made him the laughing stock of Penguinville High. Aided by his friends; Pepperoni, a
fearless test pilot, Winthrop, a walrus that wants to be a rock star, and
Penny, whose crush on Piper is way over his head, Piper’s inventions
never quite come together.
Penny, in charge of the Penguinville High prom, patiently waits for Piper
to ask her to the dance, but the Big Penguin on Campus, Punch, beats
him to it. His dad, a famous penguin inventor in his own right, tries to
help, but Piper’s latest flying contraption almost destroys the prom.
When Wiley, the killer whale and mortal enemy of all penguins, sets a
deadly trap for Penny and the citizens of Penguinville, only Piper can
come to their rescue. But to do so, Piper must realize his dream…for a
penguin to actually fly!
Produced by: Allumination Filmworks

Plan Bee

Animation º 1 x 50 minutes
Bing loves being a bee in DC. He loves the fresh air,
the fragrant blossoms and the honey. But when a
ruthless new queen hijacks the hive, Bing’s world
is turned upside down. There’s no time to smell the roses anymore.
Instead, Bing struggles to meet sky-high honey production quotas
while raising a royal honeycomb tower and avoiding vicious rivals. How
can Bing take the sting out of his joyless new life? “Resist the queen’s
tyranny!” demands his friend Bonnie. But it’s not that easy. Bing is loyal.
Still, he knows that when unalienable rights are taken away, a bee’s got
to start buzzing.
Produced by: Spark Plug Entertainment Inc. º Producer: Michael Schelp

Robotech®

Blockbuster Sci-Fi Action/Animation
º 85 x half hours
The human race finds itself on the brink of annihilation - under attack by a fleet of gigantic alien warships
capable of destroying an entire planet in a split second
- in Robotech®, the critically acclaimed sweeping science-fiction anime
epic. The only hope for survival lies within the secrets of Robotech, an
advanced alien technology which has given humans access to powerful
robotic systems and interstellar spacecraft. “It is a significant development ... a space opera with serial novel overtones ... Robotech may
come as a revelation ...” - Los Angeles Herald Examiner. Now available:
ROBOTECH® REMASTERED: EXTENDED EDITION
The blockbuster animated adventure, painstakingly restored and
expanded for the new millennium with 5.1 digital surround sound for an
incredible home theatre experience!
Produced by: Harmony Gold and Tatsunoko Productions

Robotech® Remastered:
Extended Edition

Blockbuster Sci-Fi Action/Animation
º 85 x half hours
About the restoration: After two
	
  
	
  
decades of successful releases on
television and home video, all the pieces had finally come together for
a complete reconstruction of the blockbuster anime series that had
brought anime to an entire generation of fans. In a process that took
over a year and cost over a million dollars, each of the 85 episodes has
been digitally restored, expanded with previously deleted scenes, and
remixed in 5.1 digital surround sound for an incredible home theater
experience!
Synopsis: The Earth has been invaded by a fleet of gigantic alien warships capable of destroying an entire planet in a split second. The only
hope for survival lies in the secrets of Robotech, an ancient science
which has created powerful robotic weapons systems and interstellar
spacecraft. Years earlier, a mysterious unmanned Robotech space battle
fortress crashed into the Earth, containing valuable information which
the scientists of the United Earth Government used to develop their own
Robotech Defense Force. However, unfamiliar with the alien technology,
the crew of this newly reconstructed Super Dimension Fortress-1 will
face the nearly impossible task of defending not only their own lives, but
the fate of the entire world.
Produced by: Harmony Gold and Tatsunoko Productions

Robotech® Live Love Alive

Animation º 1 x 75 minutes (Pre-production
art and trailers, plus the original 50-minute
Japanese version also available)
The Robotech saga continues in this exciting
adventure and retrospective, blending new
action-packed animation with the nostalgia of
the original series that sparked the global anime
phenomenon. Lieutenant “Lancer” Belmont, a veteran of Robotech’s
New Generation, recounts his journey of the expedition to liberate the
Earth from the mysterious Invid race, from before his first encounter
with Scott Bernard. The perfect companion to the hit animated film
Robotech: The Shadow Chronicles.
Produced by: Harmony Gold

Robotech®: The Shadow
Chronicles

Sci-fi Epic Animation º 1 x 88 minutes
Finally after 20 years, Robotech is back with a
vengeance!

In the year 2044 AD, the human race has reached
out to the stars through the miracle of ROBOTECHNOLOGY, but not without bringing intergalactic war upon the Earth itself.
A heroic cast of returning characters led by Scott Bernard and Vince
Grant fight to end a decades-long struggle against an enigmatic alien
race known as the INVID. However, the mysterious disappearance of the
legendary Admiral Hunter will unfold in a treacherous mystery that could
tear apart our young heroes and threaten their very survival!
Featuring the voices of Mark Hamill (Star Wars) and Chase Masterson
(Star Trek: Deep Space 9), Robotech: The Shadow Chronicles features
cutting edge CG animation beautifully composited with vibrant anime
characters. Leaping forward beyond the original series, the heightened
production values showcase high-definition video, 5.1 digital surround
sound, and an incredible musical score performed by the Prague Philharmonic Orchestra.

Secret Of Anastasia

Animation º 1 x one hour
Journey back in time to the land of Russia, and follow the story of beautiful Anastasia. She has grown
up alone in the world, with only the companionship
of four magical musical instruments. Anastasia carries a secret about her true identity… one which will take her and the
instruments on a wonderful adventure.

Secret Of Mulan

Animation º 1 x 50 minutes
Set under the magnificent shadows of The Great Wall
of China, this epic family tale unfolds as Mulan, a
head-strong country girl, and a heroic prince battle
to save their homeland from the evil conqueror, Mala
Khan. Mulan, with the help of nature and a totally unexpected cast of
wild characters, cahooses the road less travelled in hopes of winning
the hearts of her people and freedom for her village.

Secret Of The Hunchback

Animation º 1 x 50 minutes
Relive the amazing adventure of kind-hearted
Quasimodo whom the frightened townspeople
called the Hunchback of Notre Dame! Quasimodo
ventures outside the safe walls of the cathedral into
a world he has never experienced. After being arrested by the sinister
sheriff, Quasimodo must reveal an amazing secret in order to save
himself, his friends and the cathedral.

Secret World Of Og

“Really hits home on the emotional level.” - Ain’t It Cool News

Animation º 9 x half hours + 1 x one hour movie
version
A children’s classic and bestseller, Pierre Berton’s The
Secret World of Og has the other-worldly aspect of
“The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe”, together with
thematic elements of the “Indian in the Cupboard”.
It’s a coming of age story about four siblings, Penny, Pamela, Patsy and
Peter, who discover a cavern beneath their clubhouse floor. A tapestry of
adventure and imagination, the animated series starts with the Berton
kids’ inaugural journey to locate their lost baby brother and continues
on, along the underground river, as they explore, investigate and attempt to solve mysteries along the way.

“I forgot about the special effects, and was captivated by the epic
nature of this movie ... and I mean that ... this thing is EPIC.” - Forever
Geek

Produced by: Martin Markle, Greg Bierbaum, Dulcie Clark, Janet Confiant, Geoff
Hart, Richard Lorway, Nicole St. Piere and Frank Taylor º Main Cast: Bridget
Bezanson, Amy Fedora, Helene Joy, Danielle Mackinnon, Margaret Macpherson,
Terrance Murphy, Jamie Bradley

“If there was ever a film I was going to be a fanboy over, well, this is
it.” - Anime on DVD
“Is it any good? The answer is a resounding yes! The animation is
outstanding.” - DVD Vision Japan

* Best Animated Sci-Fi Feature - Int’l Horror & Sci-Fi Film Festival (2006)
* Opening Night Selection - New York Korean Film Festival (2006)
* Official Selection - Hawaii International Film Festival (2006)
* Official Selection - St. Louis International Film Festival (2006)
* Closing Night Selection - Los Angeles Korean Int’l Film Festival (2006)
Produced by: Harmony Gold º Screenplay by: Ford Riley and Frank Agrama
º Directed by: Tommy Yune and Dong-Wook Lee

Snow White And The
Magic Mirror

Animation º 1 x half hour
Follow Snow White, the most beautiful girl in the
kingdom, as she tries to outsmart the evil queen
and her royal wise-cracking mirror! Seven outrageous dwarfs, who are never short on laughs, aid Snow White in her
quest. This original comedy classic is filled with big laughs, memorable
songs, fast-paced excitement and hilarious adventure.

Spider’s Web: A Pig’s Tale

Animation º 1 x 50 minutes
Walter Pembroke III is a pampered pig who enjoys
a lavish lifestyle, including membership in the
exclusive Barnyard Social Registry. Tiffany, Walt’s
best friend, is a tough-talking spider who gets little
respect and even fewer breaks. This unlikely duo’s
friendship is being put to the test, however by
Walter’s tangled web of lies. When a pie disappears, Walter blames the
UFO’s. When a bowl breaks, it’s the ghost’s fault. Can Tiffany convince
Walt that lying doesn’t pay?
Produced by: Spark Plug Entertainment Inc.

St. Bear’s Dolls Hospital

Kids Puppet Animation º 52 x 15 minutes
Children love playing ‘Doctors and Nurses’. They
also love their dolls, teddies and toys. St. Bear’s Dolls
Hospital brings these two ‘loves’ together. This is a
wonderful world where the regular cast of St. Bear’s
nurture and mend dolls and toys from all over the
world and have lots of fun.
St. Bear’s is a fun-packed environment that also delivers a number of
positive messages: Teamwork, friendship, empathy and understanding.
From gentle lullabies to show stopping Broadway style numbers, music
plays an important part in St. Bear’s and each main character has their
own specially written song.
Produced by: Egmont Imagination (DK) and Norma Denys Productions

Tangoo And Ullashong

Kids Comedy Action º 26 x half hours
Tangoo And Ullashong, presented in 2D + 3D
animation for ages 6-12 year olds, is a hilarious
animated adventure. On a small planet called
Locomoshong, a kid pilot named Tangoo, and his
best friend Ullashong, a robot pig-herder ... yes,
a robot pig-herder, fight a menacing scientist intent on taking over the Locomo Kingdom. Tangoo
And Ullashong is not your ordinary robot action cartoon. Tangoo’s strong
determination and devoted heart, coupled with Ullashong’s silly antics
and Speedy Boomerang, will take you on an action-packed journey
guaranteed to keep you laughing.

Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

Kids Animation º 52 x 5 minutes & 26 x 1
minute interstitials
An upbeat, educational pre-school show that
promotes friendship and inspires children to
get off their seats and dance, Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto! celebrates the friendship of three happy nomadic animals
- Yoko the bird, Jakamoko the armadillo and Toto the monkey.
In each vibrant story, which is told solely through music and action, they
sing, laugh and dance their way through their wilderness environment.
Having fun together and exploring their amazing surroundings is all in
a day’s play to these three energetic characters. All the stories have
exciting music playing throughout which will have children joining in and
dancing with the trio.
Produced by: Collingwood O’Hare for CBeebies (UK)

Young Hercules

Animation º 1 x half hour
Because he has abused his mighty powers, Young
Hercules is banished from Mt. Olympus by his father Zeus. In order to return he must prove himself
worthy by facing four deadly challenges on Earth.
Follow the perils and adventures of Hercules and his sidekick Falina the
ferret as they encounter hideous beasts.
Produced by: Allumination Filmworks

Young Pocahontas

Animation º 1 x half hour
The daughter of a Native American tribal chief,
Pocahontas meets English Captain John Smith
when he leads a band of sailors and soldiers to the
“New World.” However, their budding friendship is
strained as they try to prevent war between her native tribesmen and
the colonial villagers.
Produced by: Allumination Filmworks

Produced by: SeoulMovie

Wheels On The Bus

Kids 3-D CGI Animation º 26 x 10 minutes
Join Beep the Bus and his friends Trombone,
Double Bass, Sax, Drum, and Daisy the Dog in their
magical, musical journey around Sing Song City as
they introduce a young audience to classic nursery
rhyme characters and songs. Inspired by the world
famous song, The Wheels On The Bus, this bright
musical animated series provides a lively and colourful introduction to
music and song.
Co-Produced by: Winchester Television, CYP Creations and 3-D Films
º Narrated by: Dawn French
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